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1. **Purpose.** This chapter and handbook redelegates specific Minerals Management Service (MMS) royalty and mineral revenue management authorities to the Associate Director for Minerals Revenue Management (AD-MRM) and identifies specific authorities retained by the Director. This chapter and handbook also establishes the primary level of authority for activities and responsibilities of the MRM.

2. **Authority.**


   B. 25 U.S.C. 396a-g (Tribal Lands Leasing Act).


   K. Departmental Manual (218 DM 1, General Program Authority-Royalty Management).

   L. Departmental Manual (205 DM 7, Claims by the United States for Property or Money (for claims related to royalty and mineral lease revenues)).
3. **Redelegation.** Except for those authorities shown in Chapter 1 of the MMS Manual 220.1 Handbook, authorities delegated to the Director in 218 DM 1 for managing and administering the MRM are redelegated to the AD-MRM.

4. **Procedures.**

   A. Revisions to the redelegations in Chapters 1 or 2 in the MRM Delegations Handbook (MMSM 220.1-H) become effective when they are approved for publication in the delegation series of the MMS directives system.

   B. The AD-MRM will, through the Deputy Associate Director MRM, process these revisions in accordance with established procedures for MMS directives and delegations review and approval.

   C. To request redelegation of authorities, refer to the procedures in the appropriate chapter in the handbook.